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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 
Entrex Carbon Market powers ahead with business activation; 

brings first mobile data mining facility online in Florida 
 

 
 
Boca Raton, Fl., June 26, 2024: Entrex Carbon Market, Inc. (OTC: RGLG) 
today announced it has brought its first mobile data mining facility online, 
launching the facility in conjunction with its partner Energex Power. 
 
“This site has been brought online by our early investors to validate our 
approach to power-hungry bitcoin mining data centers,” said Stephen H. 
Watkins, CEO of Entrex. “While it’s early in the cycle, we’re seeing results that 
are even better than we hoped for.”  
 
Phil Parker, CEO of Energex Power, added, “We anticipate adding resources to 
this existing mining operation, which will allow us to further develop our mobile 
data mining solution. With viable economics and our distributed data processing 
solution, we’ll create a win-win for our clients.”  

 
“We’ve received indications of interest to securitize various mobile data mining 
facilities,” said Thomas Harblin, Partner in the Entrex Carbon Market. “By adding 
securitization of the individual mobile data mining sites, we distribute the 
financial costs, which adds to our ability to scale our operations while distributing 
monthly cash-flows to investors.” 

 
### 

 

 
About Entrex Carbon Market: 
 
Entrex Carbon Market established a leading market to trade securitized carbon 

offsets. Today the company works with carbon offset project owners to create 

"compliance grade" carbon offsets which have been institutionalized by Wall 

Street brand name providers. Today the company works with dozens of carbon 

projects, each registered and authenticated to provide credible, institutional, 

securities traded to customers through broker dealers servicing their client’s 

needs.  
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